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in this circular
of prizewinning posters designed by school chilThey were
dren, both city and rural.
made by children of all grades, from the
lowest grade to the last year in high
school. In many cases they were made in
poster contests where the pupils of one
school competed with those of the same
These posters
grade in other schools.
were made in connection with programs
carried on by the communities in which
the children live, with the cooperation of
the State agricultural college and of the
Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of
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made from photographs

Agriculture.

The aim of an educational milk program

is to encourage an intelligent use of milk, for the purpose of improving health and reducing
undernourishment. In this work, which is described in Department
Circular 250, " Educational Milk-for-Health Campaigns," the making
of posters has been found a helpful feature and these reproductions
are published with the hope that they may be useful as suggestions
to persons planning to conduct similar programs.
;

SUGGESTIONS TO MILK-POSTER COMMITTEES
It is very important to work out a carefully detailed plan for
handling a milk-poster contest. In cities this is often managed more
easily than in the county-wide contests, where a larger area must be
considered. It is suggested that the committee in charge of school
posters first consult with the school superintendent in order to secure
his approval of the plan as well as his active cooperation in inter-

esting the teachers.
In case there is an art supervisor her cooperation is essential and
if possible she should be chairman of the poster committee.
It is
85869°— 24
;
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well to request the superintendent of schools to send a letter to each
teacher, accompanied by poster suggestions and contest rules. The
teachers' institute furnishes a good opportunity for presenting the
plan for the milk program to all the teachers of a county.
It is desired, wherever possible, to have all school children, from
the first grade up, enter the milk-poster contest. Competition, however, should be between children having the same attainments that
is, all the eighth grades in the county might compete with each other,
the seventh grades with other seventh grades, and so on.
There may be prizes or not, as the committee wishes. One good
plan is to offer first and second prizes, and several smaller prizes.
The time for completion of work and the place for assembling the
posters should be definitely stated. Usually three posters from each
grade in a school are submitted.
The size of the poster should be specified. Many grades do poster
more satisf actory size, however,
work on 9 by 12 inch paper only.
is 12 by 18 inch paper.
The medium should be specified, that is, whether the posters are
to be made with paint, crayon, charcoal, or pencil. The lower gTacles
are usually allowed to use cut-outs, that is, pictures, drawings, or
designs cut in silhouette from magazines, newspapers, or other
posters, while the upper grades and high schools as a rule make freehand posters. This may include free-hand paper cutting.
;

A

CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGNING
The poster should attract attention by telling its story quickly
Only one story should be told in each poster. Avoid
dividing interest by having a poster tell more than one story.
2. The story told by the poster must be based on facts.
It must
not be overstated, nor make unfair comparisons.
3. The poster must be simple and interesting, and as beautiful as
1.

and

effectively.

possible.
4. The
The only

poster must

make

the reader wish to obey its message.
on the poster is contained in the legend.
should be drawn with the idea of being seen at as

lettering to be

Object and letters

great a distance as possible.
5. Signature: The name, age, grade, teacher, school, and county
should be written on the back of each poster. It is very important

to

have

all

these carefully given.

POINTS FOR JUDGING
Every poster should illustrate clearly and forcefully a central
theme or message. Its legend should be brief and vigorous. The following points should be taken into consideration when judging
posters: (1) Workmanship; (2) truth of the message (3) originality.
The poster committee should make arrangements for having the
posters judged and prizes awarded.
The committee should also
;

arrange for displaying the posters in school buildings, libraries, or
other public places; store windows are commonly used for this
purpose.

)
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TOPICS FOR MILK POSTERS
The following legends have been selected from milk posters submitted by school children. They cover such points as "Milk for
health," "Milk, a food for children," "Milk, a food for athletes."
Guard your health. Drink
dier and bottle of milk.

milk.

(

Sol-

We

want milk.
Long- live the cow.
(Boy with footAthletes need milk.
ball or bat.)
(Milk bottles
The army of health.
arranged in battle formation.)
(PouringThe foundation of health.
milk into glass.)
Knock out H. C. L. (Milk bottle with
arms and legs and boxing glove on
hand.)

Get wise. Use milk.
Milk makes muscle. (Athlete.)
Milk makes us grow. (Child on scale
with measuring rod.)
Milk for lunch. (Child with bottle of
milk.)

Drink milk and keep the farmer milking.

—A source

of energy, health,

strength.

We're on our way to Healthland.

quart a day keeps the children at
play.

Drink milk.
Get a sure grip on health.
(Fist and bottle of milk.)
Drink milk. It makes better citizens.

Milk

A

and

Health insurance. (Bottle of milk.)
Milk Economy Health.

—

—

Use milk.
The milk way
Flowers

is

need

the health way.
children

water

—

need

thee,

O

Milk, king of

milk.

We

bow before

foods.

A milk
We had

drive.

our milk.

The road

We

did not.

to health.

Milk builds teeth and bone.

The key

to health.
Milk, the staff of life.
He will win, he drinks milk.
Guard your health. *
The foster mother of the human race.

From Milkland

to Healthland.

She tops the world.
No milk, no work.

To

(Pointing to
health.
milk.)
Sail to the land of health.
Milk makes kids healthy.
The milk express.

bottle

of
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— Milk

posters emphasizing health benefits
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— Posters portraying

milk as children's food
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LOOK TO THESE
FOR STRENGTH

AND HEALTH
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—A

group of drink-milk posters
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designed by high-school students
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